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About This Game

Have you ever wanted to run your own software company? Go to IT is a business simulation game with a multitude of
parameters to manage and meaningful choices to enjoy. Build your company and bring it to the top, surviving almost 30 years of

software industry ups and downs.

Tactical Depth

 Choose your corporate strategy. In-house projects or outsource? Tight deadlines when stakes are high or playing safe
while missing on profit?

 Manage the entire project lifecycle. Implement methodologies and techniques: test-driven development, refactoring,
pair programming. Build your processes and test them against market reality.

 Loans, investments, recruitment, buying development tools, setting up an office. Challenging decisions await.

Multidimensional Management Challenges

 Additionally to hard skills, each employee has soft skills and personality. A highly qualified person, who is always late
and not really willing to learn? Or jack-of-all-trades, punctual, but lacking motivation? Choose wisely while recruiting
and assigning tasks.
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 Find new employees, promote and educate them, and don’t forget to take care of their job satisfaction.

 10+ parameters affect job satisfaction level. Who said it would be easy?

The History of the Software Industry

 The game starts in 1991 when the software market establishes. You will live through all industry milestones and pivotal
points.

 As the market develops, you get new technological opportunities. Use them for your good and profit.

 The game features cutting-edge software technologies as well. Starting in 2009, you can build blockchain projects.

 We did our best to make the timeline as realistic as possible. Have fun and learn new facts simultaneously.

All in-game music is produced by  The Flashbulb .
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Title: Go to IT
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Black Deck Crew
Publisher:
Black Deck Crew
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 2 GHz dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Hardware Accelerated Graphics with dedicated memory

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: minimum resolution of 1024x768

English,Russian
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First thing I'm gonna say is: I love this game. It's fun to mess around in, it's fun to build, and it's helped me make a lot of great
friends. But I can't recommend this game. I love it, I can't stress that enough. But I doubt you will. The developer won't give us a
changelog. He won't listen to the community, and, oh the community. What a pile of rubbish it is! They have this insane idea
that, when someone like me and a group of friends suggests something AS MINUTE AS A CHANGELOG, they go bat****.
They say "he isn't your slave", "He can do what he wants", and **** like that. I am sorry, but I just cannot stand it. We give a
suggestion, and they dogpile on us. The moderators slander us, the community accuses us of spamming dislikes on anything on
the front page (despite the fact that it happened to us as well, and that moderators can check that ****, but instead they sit on
their lazy ***es and endorse the toxicity to anyone who disagrees). As I said, I love this game. Or should I say, loved. The
develpoer cared about the developements and the community, oh the comunity, was just us. Me, some friends, some who were
to be friends and conform to the toxicity, and some who were to be friends and eventually get shunned for speaking out. It's a
hivemind. This is from someone who was inside or a while. So my conclusion? Don't bother. Get a Lego game, try out Scrap
Mechanic or Rigs of Rods, but whatever you do, no NOT get sucked into this community's endless pit of toxicity.. Love the
small stories, I feel like i can relate to living through afew of them Highly recomend if you like thinks that make you feel
somthing and filling in small stories of your own to make an already great short story better.. Not worth $19. Fully developed
game or not. It's an Arcade shooter that has the playability of a few attempts, then you're bored. I'm just glad i can't get ripped
off anymore with Steam refunds available.. Even In in current state it is a hard yet rewarding experince or bankrupting your self
trying to start a bank with only 2 million dollars. 10\/10 would destroy all my gain again.. I love this game on the nintendo
switch~
A lot of the songgs I enjoy (even if I don't understand them)

You know what would make it better?
Custom/Community mapped songs ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)
7 keys cause my spacebar is getting lonely XD
. Very fast paced shooter game, as well as very fun. If new content is coming, I will be excited to try it. If not, it is still a great
game worth your time. Only complaint is that if you are lefty, the shield doesnt work properly. Add lefty mode maybe?
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Go flock yourself! A fun game that reminds me of the old puzzle days in the early 2000s... A grand flocking time that was. Now
go out there and abduct some sheep, you mother flocker you!. Extremely fun. I'd say this is a pretty good waifu card game.
You basically summon monster girls with cards that move down lanes to attack the enemy.
Each of the cards have different effects and classes which makes deck building fun.
If you were interested in the Crush Rub system then I'd say its k.
It is often on sale somewhere for like $2, so try to look for that.

Cons:
The story was boring with generic anime girl dialogue.
The music is also generic.
The good cards are unlocked at the end of the game.

Pros:
The main aspect of the gameplay is satisfying.
It's a good casual card game with many cards and different effects.
The card art of the girls is pretty good too.
"Upgrading" the cards unlocks different card art of the girls. ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°). Very short, but also fun, particularly as it adds in numerous
block types.
Id like to see a fleshed out UI with proper options. Id like to see a whole lot more levels with the block mechanics. I didnt mind
the third dimension so much but perhaps it should be limited to a plane to better control puzzle ideas. In general the whole thing
could be bolstered on every level and sold as a more complete product.

but at this price point its a fun proof of concept game worth the pennies just to have a play through or two.. DJ Finish Him did
some really good job on this soundtrack, it really adds the cool feel to the game!
10\/10, totally worth the price! :). Hours of fun with friends, stellar party game. I bought it during the summer sale but would
definitely pay full price for this :)
I usually play this at someone else's house with their account which would explain why I have such little time played.. If you like
a 2D side-scroll platformer, then you should buy this game.

For Indonesian player, here is a review from  JagatPlay [jagatplay.com].

Note: This game is so hard, trust me.. What an absolutely splendid loco to drive.
It comes with some new features for the advanced mode, one is simulating the flow of oil to the cylinders when drifting, another
is being able to remove a broken gauge glass and replace it with a new one. This last one can only happen if you wish it to occur
in a scenario by placing a marker somewhere on the track.
I have completed two of the available scenarios and thoroughly enjoyed the run.. It's short, it's funny and charming, it looks v.
good, and I got to throw lots of things into holes. I liked it a heck of a lot. Also so many raccoons, it like it was made for me.
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